Dow Jones MetalsWire

*Dow Jones MetalsWire* provides focused market coverage for traders, producers and distributors. *Dow Jones MetalsWire* delivers news, cash and futures statistics, analysis and insights on the metals markets in the U.S., Europe and Asia, as well as breaking news from companies in the metals business, all with the speed and accuracy that *Dow Jones Newswires* is known for. Whether you are covering tin from a trading desk in London, or overseeing a supply line in Shanghai, you’ll benefit from having the complete and uncluttered coverage of *Dow Jones MetalsWire*.

**Your Link to Full LME Coverage**

As a specialist in the metals market, your success depends upon your response to information – so the source of your information is vital. *Dow Jones MetalsWire* brings the center of the global metals market to your desk, with user friendly access to LME cash prices and statistics, daily updates on LME warehouse stocks, and our experienced team of metal reporters providing superb content and comment throughout the day.

+ **DJ Market Talk** – Frequent, concise updates on news, price movements and market buzz
+ LME Base Metals – Aluminum, aluminum alloy, copper, lead, nickel, tin, and zinc
+ Daily Base Metal Warehouse Stocks – Barometer for global metals’ supply
+ European Base & Minor Metal – Premiums and prices
+ Producer Prices & Supply Data – Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia
+ LME Kerb Prices – Between-session bids
+ LME Base Metals Comments – Opening preview, midday review, and wrap-up
+ **Base Metals Update** – Mid-day Europe and late U.S. market moves and trends
+ News and commentary on foreign exchange and interest rate movements

**Premium Comex & Precious Metals Coverage**

If your specialty is precious or Comex-traded metals, your source for premium coverage is *Dow Jones MetalsWire*, where you get more information on what’s affecting precious metal supply and demand than a general service can offer. From daily comments in the U.S., Europe, and Asia, to gold prices from around the globe, you’ll find all the information you need the way you need it – fast, accurate and focused.

+ **DJ Market Talk** – Frequent, concise updates on news, price movements and market buzz
+ Comex Copper, Gold & Silver Comments – Opening preview and wrap-up
+ Comex Warehouse Stocks – Copper, gold, silver and aluminum
+ Johnson-Matthey Platinum Group – Cash prices and trading data
+ Gold Prices – New York, London, Paris, Hong Kong and Zurich
+ Comex Futures – Copper, gold, silver, aluminum,
+ Commitments of Traders – Comex copper, gold, silver futures
+ Precious Metals Update – Mid-day Europe and late U.S. market moves and trends
+ News and commentary on foreign exchange and interest rate movements
Resourceful & Relevant Coverage of Base Metals & Statistics

If what you need is coverage on industrial metals, *Dow Jones MetalsWire* provides coverage on U.S. and European base and minor metals, including cash prices, metals futures and statistics, and twice-daily updates you won’t find on other wires. Whether you’re overseeing international steel shipments, or trading spot aluminum, with *Dow Jones MetalsWire*, you’ll find news that’s resourceful and relevant to your business.

- European Base Metals Premiums
- European Minor Metals Prices – Ferro-alloys
- U.S. Base Metals Trade Data – Lead, nickel, palladium, tin, zinc and steel
- U.S. Midwest Spot Aluminum
- U.S. Metals Futures & Statistics
  - Comex, Nymex, and CBT futures
  - Commitments of Traders – Nymex
- NYMEX Statistics – Platinum and palladium
- U.S. DLA Sales – National defense stockpiles, platinum and palladium
- Base Metals Updates – Mid-day Europe and late U.S., market moves and trends

Asian Metals: The Scope and Detail You Need

When you need to know spot prices or futures for industrial metals in Asia, you’ll find the scope and detail you need, organized to save you time. With *Dow Jones MetalsWire*, you get cash market coverage for LME metals in Asia, trade data from major producers, and precise and insightful data and exclusives from our editors and reporters in the region.

- Production & Trade Data – China and Malaysia
- Shanghai Futures Market – Comments, statistics, volume and open interest
- Kuala Lumpur Tin Market – Daily prices and volume in cash and futures

Breaking News & Analysis: An Inside Look

To our extensive trading coverage, we add related news that’s timely and relevant – breaking news from producers, metal and mining companies – the information you’ll need to spot a trend before it hits the market. From key metals analysts, you’ll find research that provides an inside look at drivers and macro factors affecting the global metals trade. A look at the bigger picture puts it all in perspective: headlines and full stories from *The Wall Street Journal*, Barron’s and Associated Press, selected by Dow Jones commodities specialists

- Global Mining & Metal Company News
- Metals Analysts’ Research – Key commentary, insights and outlook
- Stock Market Indexes & Comments
- Economic Indicators & G7 Reports
- Oil & Energy
- Bond & Debt Market
- Forex – Global cash comments

For more information, call 1-800-223-2274 or visit djnewswires.com